The behavioral phenotype of early life adversity: A 3-level meta-analysis of rodent studies
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ABSTRACT

Altered cognitive performance is considered an intermediate phenotype mediating early life adversity (ELA) effects on later-life development of mental disorders, e.g., depression. Whereas most human studies are limited to correlational conclusions, rodent studies can prospectively investigate how ELA alters cognitive performance in several domains. Despite the volume of reports, there is no consensus on i) the behavioral domains being affected by ELA and ii) the extent of these effects. To test how ELA (here: aberrant maternal care) affects specific behavioral domains, we used a 3-level mixed-effect meta-analysis, and thoroughly explored heterogeneity with MetaForest, a novel machine-learning approach. Our results are based on > 400 independent experiments, involving ~8600 animals. Especially in males, ELA promotes memory formation during stressful learning but impairs non-stressful learning. Furthermore, ELA increases anxiety-like and decreases social behavior. The ELA phenotype was strongest when i) combined with other negative experiences (“hits”); ii) in rats; iii) in ELA models of ~10days duration. All data is easily accessible with MaBapp (https://osf.io/ra947/), allowing researchers to run tailor-made meta-analyses, thereby revealing the optimal choice of experimental protocols and study power.

1. Introduction

Early life adversity (ELA) is a consistent risk factor of psychiatric disorders (Kessler et al., 2010; Teicher et al., 2016), and it is regularly associated with poorer cognitive outcomes later in life (Masson et al., 2016; Nelson et al., 2007; Vargas et al., 2018). Indeed, impaired cognitive processing is a prominent feature of psychopathologies (Masson et al., 2016; Millan et al., 2012; Montiols and Holmes, 2018), e.g. dysregulated contextual memory in post-traumatic stress disorder (Liberzon and Abelson, 2016) or social cognition in schizophrenia (Green et al., 2015). ELA may therefore alter cognitive development, thereby resulting in behavioral abnormalities that may render individuals more vulnerable to psychiatric disorders (Aammerman et al., 1986).

To investigate exactly how ELA affects cognitive processing, rodent models are a valuable resource: they complement human studies by in-depth and thorough investigations of otherwise hard-to-study mechanisms. In animal experiments, genetic and environmental influences can be more precisely controlled and experimentally varied than in humans (Knop et al., 2017). Furthermore, prospective designs are more feasible. For example, rodent studies have disentangled the different components of mother-pup interaction, a critical factor of early development across mammalian species (Bowlby, 1951; Harlow and Harlow, 1965; Meaney, 2001). This has helped uncover links between disturbed maternal care and disturbed emotional and cognitive functioning later in life, implicating the stress system (Levine, 2005) and “hidden regulators” (Hofer, 1978).

Rodent studies have also highlighted paradoxical ELA effects on cognitive abilities. For instance, Benetti et al. (Benetti et al., 2009) reported that rats with a history of ELA had impaired memory in the object recognition task. Conversely, Champagne et al. (Champagne et al., 2008) reported that ELA mice display increased memory in a fear conditioning paradigm. Both tests have historically been used as memory tasks, albeit in a non-stressful and stressful context respectively. Possibly, the equivocal results are due to different underlying biological mechanisms (e.g. learning in stressful versus non-stressful situations) or pertain to the divergent methodology used (e.g. type of test or ELA model, species, experimenters, labs). A few studies have investigated the latter by testing the same animals in different memory tasks (Bredy et al., 2003; Ivy et al., 2010; Kanatsou et al., 2017; Mello
et al., 2009). Although these studies favor the former explanation, the limited amount of animals used (Button et al., 2013) – alongside the heterogeneous methodology – prohibits firm conclusions.

To address this conundrum, we here carried out a large-scale 3-level meta-analysis of all peer-reviewed preclinical literature on the subject, and tested the hypothesis that ELA (here defined as aberrant maternal care, i.e. differing from care seen in undisturbed, standard housed laboratory mice and rats) differentially affects specific behavioral domains in adulthood. We focused on memory formation after stressful or non-stressful learning, anxiety-like and social behavior, given their relevance for psychopathologies. We addressed (potential) sex-differences by investigating males and females separately. Furthermore, we tested whether the presence of multiple hits (e.g. other negative life experiences, independent of the developmental stage, see S1.4) (Daskalakis et al., 2013) amplified ELA effects. Finally, we applied the novel, machine-learning based analysis MetaForest (van Lissa, 2018a) to identify the most important moderators of ELA effects on behavior.

Based on this comprehensive analysis, we evaluate the translational potential of ELA rodent models. With the aid of a specially developed web-based tool MaBapp (Meta-Analysis of Behavior application) (https://osf.io/ra947/), interested researchers can perform their own meta-analysis and retrieve valuable ad hoc information for experimental design and power calculations.

2. Methods

We adhered to SYRCLE’s guidelines (De Vries et al., 2015; Leenaars et al., 2012), and to the PRISMA (Moher et al., 2009) reporting checklist. To ease reading of the methodology, definitions of technical terms are provided in Supplemental Methods (S1.1). A summary of the general approach can be found in Fig. 1.

2.1. Search strategy

The electronic databases PubMed and Web of Science (Medline) were used to conduct a comprehensive literature search on the effects of ELA on behavior on December 6th 2017. The search string was constructed with the terms “behavioral tests”, “ELA” (as aberrant postnatal maternal care) and “rodents” (S1.2).

Prior to the beginning of the study, four experts were consulted. After elaborate discussions they agreed upon i) the selection of tests and related outcomes (S1.3), ii) their classification into behavioral domains (S1.3) and iii) the definition of multiple hits (S1.4). The results of each individual test, independent of categorization, are available for consultation on MaBapp (Section 5.1). Studies’ titles and abstracts were screened independently by two researchers (VB & JK) and selected if the inclusion criteria were met (S1.5). Studies’ inclusion was performed blinded to the studies’ results. In case of doubt, the full text was inspected. Any disagreement was resolved by greater scrutiny and discussion.

To limit subjectivity in the data gathering and entry process, data from eligible studies were extracted in a standardized dataset alongside its explanatory codebook (https://osf.io/ra947/).

For each individual comparison, we calculated Hedge’s G (Viechtbauer, 2010), a standardized mean difference with a correction for small samples (Vesterinen et al., 2014). S1.6 details the extraction of statistical information as well as handling of missing values. We estimated the summary statistics of data presented only graphically with Ruler for Windows (Latour, 2006), of which we previously validated the accuracy (Bonapersona et al., 2018). If the data was not reported in any format (or other crucial information was missing e.g. sex), we contacted two authors per manuscript published after 2008 (response rate 52.6%). If no answer was received within two months and after a reminder, the authors were considered not reachable, and the comparison was excluded.

2.2. Meta-analysis: research questions and statistical approach

To avoid possible biases, the experimenter (VB) was blinded to the ELA effects while coding the analysis. This was achieved by randomly multiplying half of the effect sizes by -1.

2.2.1. Hypothesis-testing

We built a 3-level mixed effect meta-analysis with restricted maximum likelihood estimation. In our experimental design, the 3 levels correspond to variance of effect size between 1) animals, 2) outcomes and 3) experiments. This approach accounts for the violation of the assumption of independency when the data is collected from the same animals (Aarts et al., 2014; Bonapersona et al., 2018; Cheung, 2014), thereby improving the robustness of the conclusions drawn. We included “domains” and “hits” as moderators in order to address the following two research question: 1) what are the effects of ELA on each behavioral domain?; 2) are the effects enhanced if the animals experienced multiple hits?. Since both questions were answered with the same model, effect sizes were estimated only once.

We ensured that all behavioral measurements were in the same theoretical direction by multiplying – whenever necessary – the effect sizes by -1 (S1.3) (Vesterinen et al., 2014). Although this was essential for the model estimation, we here report effect sizes in a more interpretable manner: an increase in Hedge’s G signifies an enhancement of the behavioral domain under study (e.g. more anxiety-like behavior, better memory).

We conducted several sensitivity analyses (S1.7) to assess the robustness and consistency of our conclusions. We examined whether the quality of the studies affected the estimation of the results by dissecting the influence of reporting bias, blinding, randomization and study power. Furthermore, we thoroughly investigated influential and outlying cases (Viechtbauer and Cheung, 2010) according to multiple definitions (S1.7).

To compensate for methodological limitations, we tested the presence of publication bias with various qualitative/quantitative methods (S1.8), and quantified its influence with fail-safe N (Rosenthal, 1979) and trim-and-fill analyses (Duval and Tweedie, 2000) (S1.8).

Risk of bias was evaluated with SYRCLE’s assessment tool (Hooijmans et al., 2014), where we distinguished between study-level and outcome-level biases (Moher et al., 2009). Lack of reporting of experimental details was scored as an unclear risk of bias.

Heterogeneity was assessed with Cochrane Q-test (Cheung, 2014) and I², which was estimated at each of the 3-levels of the model to determine how much variance could be attributed to differences within (level 2) or between experiments (level 3) (Assink and Wibbelink, 2016). Estimates of explained variance can be positively biased when based on the data used to estimate the model (Hastie et al., 2009). For this reason, we used 10-fold cross-validation to obtain an estimate of how much variance our model might explain in new data. This cross-validated estimate of R² (Rcv²) is robust to overfitting and provides evidence for the results’ generalizability.

P-values were corrected with Bonferroni for family-wise error rate (each research question considered as a separate family of tests) to limit capitalization on chance. Since we expected the amplitude of effect sizes to differ between sexes (Lui et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2017), we considered males and females as two separate datasets.

2.2.2. Exploratory analysis

We used MetaForest (van Lissa, 2018a), a novel exploratory approach to identify the most important moderators of the ELA effects on behavioral domains. This innovative, data-driven technique adapts random forests (a machine learning algorithm) for meta-analysis, by means of bootstrap sampling. MetaForest ranks moderators based on their influence on the effect size.

Preclinical experiments often adopt diverse protocols. Although this can be an advantage (Karp, 2018), in a meta-analysis it induces
substantial heterogeneity. Therefore, we classified the published experimental protocols in > 30 standardized variables with the intent to identify potential methodological sources of heterogeneity. Based on theoretical importance, we selected 26 of these moderators for inclusion in the MetaForest analysis. We used 10-fold cross-validation (S1.9) to determine the optimal tuning parameters that minimized RMSE: uniform weighting, 4 candidate moderators at each split, and a minimum node size of 2. The marginal bivariate relationship of each moderator with effect size was averaged over the values of all other moderators (S1.9). Residual heterogeneity was estimated with tau² (S1.9).

Lastly, we created MaBapp (https://osf.io/ra947/) for anyone to perform their own meta-analysis on the topic by selecting their favorite characteristics (Section 5.1).

Analyses were conducted in R (version 3.5.1) (R Core Team, 2015), using the following packages: 1) metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010) for conducting the analysis, 2) metaforest (van Lissa, 2018b) for data exploration, 3) shiny (Chang et al., 2017) to create MaBapp, and 4) dplyr (Wickham et al., 2018) for general data handling. For further specifications about the analysis, the R script and the data are available (https://osf.io/ra947/).

3. Results

3.1. Studies selection and characteristics

In total 8600 animals (age, weeks median[IQR] = 12[4]; proportion rats = 68%) were included in the analysis, 77.7% of which were males. Anxiety-like behavior was the domain most investigated (48.8%), elevated plus maze the most popular test (14.3%), and maternal separation the ELA paradigm most often used (48.9%). For additional descriptive information on study characteristics, see S2.3.

Although no publication reported on all SYRCLE’s potential bias items, 41 publications (19.3%) were blinded as well as randomized, and overall we estimated a risk of bias of 3[1] (median[IQR]) on a 10 points scale (S2.4). Lastly, at a systematic review level (S2.5), 68.5% of comparisons were either not-significant (ncomp = 386) or the result could not be directly interpreted from the information provided (ncomp = 117).

3.2. ELA effects are pronounced in males and with “multiple hits”

The effect sizes included ranged between -6.4 and 6.1 (mean [SD] = 0.29[1.06]), with 95% of comparisons between -2 and 2. Sample size ranged between 6 and 59 animals (mean[SD] = 22[7.8]), and differed < 20% between control and ELA groups in 90% of the cases (estimation).

When qualitatively comparing sexes, the effects of ELA were more
evident in males than in females. **Male rodents** with a history of ELA displayed increased anxiety-like (Hedges'G[95%CI] = 0.278[0.165, 0.39], z = 4.819, p < 0.000), improved memory after stressful learning (Hedge'sG[95%CI] = 0.283[0.141, 0.425], z = 3.9, p < 0.000), impaired memory after non-stressful learning (Hedge'sG[95%CI] = -0.594[-0.792, -0.395], z = -5.86, p < 0.000) and decreased social behavior (Hedge'sG[95%CI] = -0.614[-0.88, -0.348], z = -4.521, p < 0.000, Fig. 2A, S2.6). We were unable to confirm any effect of ELA on behavior in **females**, although directionality was generally comparable in both sexes (Fig. 2B, S2.7). Overall, the presence of multiple hits (for our definition, see S1.4) intensified the effects of ELA in **males** (Hedge'sG[95%CI] = 0.222[0.018, 0.426], z = 2.131, p = 0.033) yet marginally in **females** (Hedge'sG[95%CI] = 0.297[-0.003, 0.596], z = 1.939, p = 0.052). Although these enhancing effects were not significant at a single-domain level (posthoc analysis, Fig. 2C-D, S2.6/ S2.7), memory after non-stressful learning was the most impacted domain in **males** (difference in Hedge's G = 0.435, z = 2.156, p = 0.124) as well as in **females** (difference in Hedge's G = 0.565, z = 2.234, p = 0.102).

3.2.1. Sensitivity analyses and publication bias

Qualitative evaluation of funnel plot asymmetry suggested the presence of publication bias, which was confirmed by Egger’s regression and Beggs’s test (S2.8). Nonetheless, fail-safe N as well as trim-and-fill analyses confirmed that — albeit present — publication bias is unlikely to distort the interpretation of the results (S2.8). Furthermore, the robustness of the male and female models was confirmed by several sensitivity analyses (S2.9).

3.3. Exploration of moderators

Although the models of the hypotheses-testing analysis described a significant proportion of variance (R²_males = 0.026, R²_females = 0.03), substantial heterogeneity was recorded in both models (males: Q(524) = 1763.118, p < 0.000; females: Q(171) = 326.93, p < 0.000, S2.10). This was not surprising due to the diversity of publications included in the meta-analysis.

To investigate the source of the heterogeneity, we used MetaForest, a new statistical technique that ranks moderators (Fig. 3A) based on their predictive value. These can roughly be divided in 4 groups, describing: D characteristics of the animals (e.g. origin of the breeding...
Offspring of dams purchased pregnant had larger effect sizes than offspring bred in the own facility (Fig. 3B). Rats had overall larger effect sizes than mice (Fig. 3C). Concerning ELA models (Fig. 3D), selecting the extremes of natural variation (licking-and-grooming model) yielded the strongest phenotype. Lastly, effect sizes appeared to be maximal with a 10 days’ ELA duration (Fig. 3E).

4. Discussion

In this study, we substantiate that adversities early in life
profoundly and lastingly change rodent behavior. Due to low power (Button et al., 2013) and heterogeneous methodologies, results at a single-study level are often inconclusive and difficult to interpret. Here, by adopting a meta-analytic approach, we provide extensive evidence that ELA (due to maternal care that differs from that provided by undisturbed, standard-housed dams) has differential effects on memory: it enhances memory if learning occurs in a stressful situation, but it hampers learning under non-stressful circumstances. Furthermore, ELA increases anxiety-like and decreases social behavior, particularly in males. In line with the multiple-hits hypotheses (Daskalakis et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2009), the effects are amplified if the animals experience other stressful life events (e.g. prenatal stress due to transport of pregnant females), independent of the developmental period during which these occur (S1.4). These results are independent of the type of ELA or behavioral test used, and are remarkably similar to what has been reported at a correlational level in humans (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011; Suor et al., 2015). Altogether, our results point to a clear and robust phenotype of ELA in four behavioral domains and complement the human literature by supporting a causative role of ELA in altering behavior, which may predispose individuals to precipitate symptoms of psychiatric disorders.

4.1. Methodological considerations

The lack of sufficient power to detect experimental effects is an emerging issue in preclinical literature (Bonapersona et al., 2018) that seriously hampers research interpretation (Button et al., 2013). As a consequence, results from single-studies are useful for hypotheses generation but do require replication. The ability to recreate experiments (replication) and/or to reach similar conclusions via different methods (reproducibility) are fundamental aspects of scientific inquiry. Underpowered research undermines both aspects, as the conclusions drawn are likely to be uncertain (Ioannidis, 2005).

Indeed, in our study the majority of comparisons (68.5%) was not-significant at a systematic review level, but the effects were significant when analyzed meta-analytically. In addition to study preregistration, realistic power calculations, and testing by several independent teams (Button et al., 2013; Ioannidis, 2005), statistical tools such as meta-analyses can therefore be very useful to substantiate conclusions from animal data and translate them more reliably to patients (Hooijmans and Ritskes-Hoitinga, 2013). Furthermore, our study showcases how “negative” research is also fruitful, and reminds how (lack of) formal statistical significance (typically p-value < 0.05) must not be a decisive requirement to publish research.

In this project, we intertwine these concepts with state-of-the-art statistical methodology, adopting an approach never used in preclinical studies. Firstly, our meta-analysis was built with a 3-level model (Cheung, 2014), which allows for a more robust estimation of the effects by accounting for the dependency of same-animal’s data (Bonapersona et al., 2018; Rosenthal, 1991). Secondly, a leading strength of preclinical meta-analyses is the systematic exploration of heterogeneity (Hooijmans and Ritskes-Hoitinga, 2013). Instead of the standard subgroup/meta-regression approach, we opted for an exploratory analysis using MetaForest (van Lissa, 2018a), a newly developed technique that ranks moderators’ importance by adapting the machine learning algorithm random forests to summary-statistics’ data. A major strength of MetaForest is its robustness to overfitting, and its ability to accommodate non-linear effects (van Lissa, 2018a), as shown by the impact of ELA duration on effect sizes.

Thirdly, we extensively coded potential (biological and experimental) moderators. Although possibly relevant moderators were not included due to insufficient reporting (e.g. temperature during separation (Pryce et al., 2003), cross-fostering (Penke et al., 2001), culturing (Veenema et al., 2007)), this dataset treasures relevant information for future experimental designs. To facilitate others to exploit this dataset, we created MaBapp (https://osf.io/ra947/), a web-based app with a user-friendly interface through which anyone can perform his/her own meta-analysis on the topic of ELA and behavioral domains. Within the app, a wide variety of features can be selected, such as ELA models and their components (e.g. type, timing, predictability), behavioral tests used, age and sex of the animals, etc. Based on the characteristics indicated, the app reports forest, funnel and cumulative plots, as well as a list of relevant publications. The app is a useful resource, which can be used to i) comprehensively retrieve relevant publications, ii) explore the literature at an individual researcher’s needs’ level, iii) define new hypotheses, iv) evaluate publication bias and replicability of findings, and v) estimate realistic effect sizes on which to ground future research.

The validity of our conclusions is not limited to the robustness of the models used but grounded on the vast primary evidence included (> 200 publications). As a consequence, accidental findings have little weight. Although the methods and approach we adopt are rigorous and reasonably conservative, the quality of the conclusions critically depends on the quality of the studies and data included. From our qualitative bias assessment, the risk for potential bias was lower than previously reported in Neuroscience (Antonic et al., 2013; Bonapersona et al., 2018; Egan et al., 2011); yet, only ~20% of studies stated being blinded as well as randomized. Furthermore, any meta-analytic dataset is burdened with missing data, due to publication bias or to the preferred investigation of certain factors over others (Cooper et al., 2009). Our models did display evidence of publication bias, yet they were robust to several corrections and sensitivity analyses. Although we cannot fully exclude that the above-mentioned limitations may affect the outcome, it is unlikely that the conclusions drawn would be substantially impacted. Nevertheless, we have attempted to address these methodological issues as comprehensively as possible in our analysis.

4.2. Considerations on ELA models

ELA encompasses a wide range of pre- and post-natal experiences, but we here focused on altered maternal care (relative to care provided by undisturbed, standard-housed dams). Although this definition limits the generalizability of the conclusions, it is essential to enable the comparability (thus meaningful quantitative synthesis) of the studies incorporated in our meta-analysis.

The behavioral changes we report are presumably a convergent phenotype of distinct, model-dependent, underlying biological mechanisms. An organism’s development is not linear nor simultaneous for every component, but it occurs in critical periods (Hensch, 2005). For example, postnatal day (P)2-P5 is a sensitive period for the maturation of the adrenal glands (Levine and Lewis, 1959), P9 for prepulse inhibition (Ellenbroek and Cool, 2002), and ~P10 for adrenal responsiveness (Witek-Janusek, 1988). Furthermore, higher cognitive functions develop as multistage processes of sequential nature (Hensch, 2005). Accordingly, ELA may particularly disrupt the development of competences whose critical period is active during the time of stress, thereby heightening the variability of the ELA phenotype.

Evidence supporting these notions derives from studies using a single 24 h maternal deprivation paradigm, which show a persistent yet paradoxical hypo- and hyper- responsiveness of juvenile ACTH if deprivation occurred at P3 or P11 respectively (Van Oers et al., 1998). Thus, while meta-analyses may serve to discern patterns among vast amounts of studies, exploratory studies experimentally dissecting components of ELA in rodents remain indispensable for addressing the underlying mechanisms of action of ELA to the brain (for example: (Peña et al., 2017; Singh-Taylor et al., 2018)).

4.2.1. Suggestions for future ELA research

Given that the criteria for construct and face validity of ELA models have been met (Suchecki, 2018), our results provide a practical framework where researchers can anticipate the ELA effect on cognitive outcomes and/or build their own ELA model accordingly. Our
exploratory analysis gives insights in the suitability of the models and tests to choose, depending on the question.

Based on this analysis, we tentatively conclude that (i) rats seem overall more sensitive to ELA-induced changes than mice. Moreover, (ii) elements such as transporting pregnant dams appear to amplify the effects of ELA. Such stressful life events may have substantial impact on the system, in line with the multiple-hit theory (Daskalakis et al., 2013). As evident from Fig. 3, (iii) a duration of ~10 days ELA produced the most robust phenotype. Finally, (iv) the limited bedding and nesting (LBN) model produced the largest effect sizes when compared to separation/deprivation models. Given this reliability, in combination with the feasibility and translational validity, LBN seems an influential paradigm to investigate the mechanisms of chronic stress early in life (Rice et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2017).

According to the rank of moderators by MetaForest, publication year, age of testing, strain and behavioral test used account for a substantial portion of the variance. The impact of publication year has previously been reported in several areas of biology (Jennings and Møller, 2002), and could be the result of the Winner’s curse (Button et al., 2013). In brief, the first published studies on any topic are likely to be biased towards extreme effect sizes. This bias tends to disappear as evidence accumulates, thereby providing an explanation for the influence of publication year in our dataset.

Conversely, age of testing, strain and behavioral test used did not show any theory-interpretable pattern. One explanation could be that there is no preferable age/strain/test, but that the different elements of the study design interact with one another. For example, the open field (OF) and the elevated plus maze (EPM) are behavioral tests used to assess anxiety-like behavior. Conceptually, they both aim to create a conflict between the rodents’ exploratory drive and their fear of exposed spaces (Wigger and Neumann, 1999). With MaBapp, we can explore the confidence interval of these two tests following the LBN model (OF: Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.12[-0.21, 0.44]; EPM: Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.49[0.22, 0.75]) or maternal separation (OF: Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.32[0.14, 0.5]; EPM: Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.4[0.15, 0.65]). Tentatively, the EPM appears more sensitive than the OF to represent the effects of the LBN model, while rather similar when investigating the effects of maternal separation. Similarly, we can explore the interaction between these tests and any specific strain. For example, C57Bl/6 mice appear more sensitive to the EPM (Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.38[0.07, 0.68]) than to the OF (Hedge's $g$[95%CI] = 0.00[-0.27, 0.28]), independent of the ELA model used. These examples illustrate the complexity of these interactions. Unfortunately, the information so far available is insufficient to conduct meaningful quantitative analyses. Nonetheless, researchers can now make more informed decision on experimental designs by exploring with MaBapp (feasible) possibilities that fit their needs. Alternatively, we refer researchers to primary publications in which the effects of age (Oitzl et al., 2000) or strain (Millstein and Holmes, 2007) were experimentally investigated.

To reduce variability and improve comparability across studies, ELA should be preferably applied with consistent protocols (S1.5), unless manipulation of particular aspect(s) of the model is under investigation. Clearly, the importance of individual variation is a factor that should not be overlooked. In our analysis, the paradigm of licking-and-grooming – which is not experimentally induced but based on natural variation in maternal care – consistently evoked the largest effect sizes, although these were based on fewer publications than the other models.

### 4.3. Translational potential

ELA is one of the most consistent environmental risk factors for the development of psychopathology (Teicher et al., 2016). Although the effects of ELA on the brain can be adaptive, they may evolve into dysfunctional elements in genetically predisposed individuals (Teicher et al., 2016). Behavioral performance in specific cognitive domains seems to be a relevant intermediate phenotype (Ammerman et al., 1986), as it may mediate the effects of ELA on psychopathology. For example, in post-traumatic stress disorder, enhanced memory of stressful events becomes pathological after a later-life trauma (Liberzon and Abelson, 2016).

In humans, the concept of ELA is extremely varied. Even when considering solely maltreatment, this can be characterized by repeated or sustained episodes of various forms of neglect and abuse (Teicher and Samson, 2013). Furthermore, the environmental variation is intertwined with socio-economic status, complex relations (e.g. family, neighborhoods, peers, school), and intergenerational transmissions (Teicher and Samson, 2013). Rodent paradigms do not capture the complexity of human ELA, but they can model specific aspects of the human variability in a well-controlled setting. For example, LBN is based on the erratic and unpredictability of maternal care (Baram et al., 2012; Rice et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2017) that has been established as a hallmark in childhood abuse situations (Whipple and Webster-Stratton, 1991). Similarly, cognitive performance (e.g. memory after stressful learning) can be modelled in rodents, albeit with clear restraints: the tasks are obviously different, should be interpreted in relation to the animal’s normal behavior, and cannot investigate a range of outcomes such as verbal abilities, critical for social interaction and psychopathology (Cohen, 2001), also in relation to ELA (Miller et al., 2018).

Explaining how ELA increases psychopathology risk requires the understanding of its complex interplay with other susceptibility/resilience factors, such as genetic background and later life stressors (Bale et al., 2010). This mechanistic investigation is difficult to achieve in humans, where limited material, difficulty of prospective and longitudinal designs, complexity and lack of control over the environment and genetic variation hamper causal inferences of ELA to later life cognitive performance. To this end, animal studies can be of considerable added value (Walker et al., 2017).

An interesting issue in evaluating the translational potential of ELA rodent models is sex differences. In our analysis, males showed larger effect sizes (albeit in the same direction) than females to the effects of ELA on all outcomes, thereby confirming previous preclinical literature (Loi et al., 2017). Conversely, in clinical populations, females appear more sensitive to childhood trauma as well as to the development of stress-related psychopathologies (Walker et al., 2017), although sex differences depend on the type of disorder (Riecher-Rössler, 2017). A plausible biological explanation for this discrepancy is the developmental timing during which stress occurs. Although humans and rodents are altricial species, the brain of newborn rats corresponds to the sensitive periods. It might be overestimated for female stress-sensitive periods. It therefore remains to be established whether the effects of ELA on cognitive domains are truly different between sexes. Our analyses suggest that the effects may not be sexually dysmorphic in nature but may result from the experimental designs used. For example, ELA models and behavioral tests were originally developed for males: maternal care shows clear sex-specific differences (Oomen et al., 2009; van Hasselt et al., 2012), and females perform poorly in behavior tests such as object recognition and object-in-location (Loi et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2017). Consequently these paradigms may not be sensitive enough for a female’s phenotype. Indeed, the recorded effects were in the same direction across sexes, and MetaForest attributed to sex a relatively modest variable importance. Our results showcase the necessity to study sex as a biological variable (Bale and Epperson, 2015; McCarthy, 2016), which requires the development of tests and models that are female-specific. This step is required for a more meaningful comparison between rodent and humans, and a delineation of the underlying sex-dependent mechanisms of ELA.

Despite these drawbacks, our meta-analysis confirms and
importantly extends standing hypotheses on ELA based on exploratory studies. To aid future investigations in this field, we provide a online tool to evaluate existing literature and direct the experimental design of new studies.
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